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Executive Summary

This explainer document aims to provide an overview of the current state of the rapidly expanding work on synthetic data technologies, with a particular focus on privacy. The article is intended for a non-technical audience, though some formal definitions have been given to provide clarity to specialists. This article is intended to enable the reader to quickly become familiar with the notion of synthetic data, as well as understand some of the subtle intricacies that come with it. We do believe that synthetic data is a very useful tool, and our hope is that this report highlights that, while drawing attention to nuances that can easily be overlooked in its deployment.

The following are the key messages that we hope to convey.

**Synthetic data is a technology with significant promise.** There are many applications of synthetic data: privacy, fairness, and data augmentation, to name a few. Each of these applications has the potential for a tremendous impact but also comes with risks.

**Synthetic data can accelerate development.** Good quality synthetic data can significantly accelerate data science projects and reduce the cost of the software development lifecycle. When combined with secure research environments and federated learning techniques, it contributes to data democratisation.

**Synthetic data is not automatically private.** A common misconception with synthetic data is that it is inherently private. This is not the case. Synthetic data has the capacity to leak information about the data it was derived from and is vulnerable to privacy attacks. Significant care is required to produce synthetic data that is useful and comes with privacy guarantees.

**Synthetic data is not a replacement for real data.** Synthetic data that comes with privacy guarantees is necessarily a distorted version of the real data. Therefore, any modelling or inference performed on synthetic data comes with additional risks. It is our belief that synthetic data should be used as a tool to accelerate the “research pipeline” but, ultimately, any final tools (that will be deployed in the real world) should be evaluated, and if necessary, fine-tuned, on the real data.

**Outliers are hard to capture privately.** Outliers and low probability events, as are often found in real data, are particularly difficult to capture and include in a synthetic dataset in a private way. For example, it would be very difficult to “hide” a multi-billionaire in synthetic data that contained information about wealth. A synthetic data generator would either not accurately replicate statistics regarding the very wealthy or would reveal potentially private information about these individuals.
Empirically evaluating the privacy of a single dataset can be problematic. Rigorous notions of privacy (e.g., differential privacy) are a requirement on the mechanism that generated a synthetic dataset, rather than on the dataset itself. It is not possible to rigorously evaluate the privacy of a given synthetic dataset by directly comparing it with real data. Empirical evaluations can prove useful as tools to detect possible flaws in an algorithm or its implementation but may lead to false claims of privacy when there is none.

Black box models can be particularly opaque when it comes to generating synthetic data. Overparametrised generative models excel in producing high-dimensional synthetic data, but the levels of accuracy and privacy of these datasets are hard to estimate and can vary significantly across produced data points.

Synthetic data goes beyond privacy. Synthetic data provides promising tools to improve fairness, bias and the robustness of machine learning systems, but significantly more research is required to fully understand the opportunities and the limitations of this approach.
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1 Introduction

The availability of high volume, high velocity and high variety datasets, together with advanced statistical tools for extracting information, has the potential to improve decision-making and accelerate research and innovation. At the same time, many large-scale datasets are highly sensitive (e.g. in health or finance) and sharing them may violate fundamental rights guarded by modern privacy regulations (e.g. GDPR or CCPA). A large number of real-world examples demonstrate that high-dimensional, often sparse, datasets are inherently vulnerable to privacy attacks and that existing anonymisation techniques do not provide adequate protection. This limits our ability to share these large datasets, creating a bottleneck on the development and deployment of machine learning and data science methods.

Synthetic data is generated by a model, often with the purpose of using it in place of real data. By controlling the data generation process, the end-user can, in principle, adjust the amount of private information released by synthetic data and control its resemblance to real data. As well as addressing privacy concerns, one can to adjust for biases in historical datasets and to produce plausible hypothetical scenarios.

If used responsibly, synthetic data promises to enable learning across datasets when the privacy of the data needs to be preserved; or when data is incomplete, scarce or biased. It can help researchers and developers prototype data-driven models and be used to verify and validate machine learning pipelines, providing some assurance of performance. It can also fuel responsible innovation by creating digital sandbox environments used by startups and researchers in hackathon-style events.

Each of these uses presents great opportunities, but also challenges that require tailor-made solutions. Synthetic data generation is a developing area of research, and systematic frameworks that would enable the deployment of this technology safely and responsibly are still missing.

1.1 Report Structure

This explainer is organised as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a definition for synthetic data, give a brief history of its inception, and begin to answer one of
the core questions surrounding synthetic data: can it replace real data? In Section 3, we introduce key machine learning applications for synthetic data. Sections 4-7 are dedicated to private synthetic data generation. In Section 4, we introduce privacy from a more general perspective than synthetic data, introducing differential privacy and discussing some of its limitations. In Section 5, we discuss three key attributes for evaluation of private synthetic data: utility, fidelity, and privacy. In Section 6, we discuss empirical evaluations of synthetic data for these key attributes. In Section 7, we discuss key differences between general privacy, and privacy as applied to the generation of synthetic data. We also survey existing methods in the space of private synthetic data generation. At the end of the section we discuss partially synthetic data, in which synthetic data is generated to create a hybrid real-synthetic dataset. In Sections 8 and 9, we discuss synthetic data for fairness and data augmentation. In Section 10, we provide a more in-depth survey of existing generative models. Finally, in Section 11, we summarise key themes from discussions with industry partners and start-ups in the field of synthetic data.

2 What is Synthetic Data?

Despite tremendous interest in synthetic data, [1–5], to the best of our knowledge there is no widely accepted definition. In order to encapsulate the full breadth of applications and approaches to synthetic data, we propose the following definition.

Definition 1 Synthetic data is data that has been generated using a purpose-built mathematical model or algorithm, with the aim of solving a (set of) data science task(s).

We contrast synthetic data with real data, which is generated not by a model but by real world systems (e.g. financial transactions, satellite images, medical tests etc.). The model – the synthetic data generator – can take many forms, from deep learning architectures such as the popular Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [6], or Variational Auto-encoders (VAEs) [7], through agent-based and econometric models [8], to a set of (stochastic) differential equations modeling a physical or economic system [9].

Using computer-generated synthetic data to solve particular tasks is not a new idea, and can be dated back at least as far as the pioneering work of Stanislaw Ulam and John von Neumann in the 1940s on Monte Carlo simulation methods. Synthetically generated data has been widely used in research, as it provides a ‘ground truth’, which is very useful in developing and evaluating machine learning pipelines.

The recent increase in data protection regulations has fueled the use of synthetic data to mitigate disclosure risk. The key hope, which goes back to work by
Rubin and Little, [10–12], is to be able to use synthetic data in place of real data, to avoid privacy concerns [13–17].

The need to extract actionable information from large datasets led to the development of complex, data-driven (machine learning) models. For these models, the role of data in driving model selection is more prominent than it is for simpler, handcrafted models. This means that the quality of the model’s output is directly dependent on the quality of the data used to train these models. This leads to a number of uses for synthetically generated data. One such use is bias removal (e.g. historical biases in gender or race) [18–23]. Given biased training data, a natural approach is to train models using available data; these biases can then be seen in the output of the trained models. Rather than attempting to de-bias each trained model individually, one could generate a de-biased synthetic dataset and use it to train each model [22, 23], creating a unified approach for handling biases across an organisation. Another use would be to use synthetic data to enlarge datasets that are too small, e.g. to provide robustness against “outlier” examples [24-29]. Another key use case, to which we pay particular attention in this report, is the goal of using synthetic data to protect privacy. In each of these cases, the goal is to create synthetic data which resembles some aspects of the real data but not others. To maximise the utility of synthetic data, a fine balance must often be struck between competing objectives.

It is crucial to understand that synthetic data does not automatically address any of these problems. Training an off-the-shelf generative model based on real data, and then using this trained model to generate synthetic data, is not inherently private. Standard GANs do not generate private nor unbiased data. In fact, machine learning models have demonstrated the capability to (undesirably) memorise their training inputs [30, 31]. Applied to GANs, this can result in memorisation and regurgitation of the training data [32], undermining privacy in the synthetic data. At the other extreme, synthetic data can be generated without training data, e.g. using agent-based models that mimic the data generation process, such as agents transacting in a financial network. With no access to any real data, the synthetic data generator is private, but the data it generates is limited to the model’s predetermined configuration, and will not enable statistical inferences to be reliably drawn about the real world.

2.1 Can synthetic data replace real data?

The use of synthetic data raises two key questions:

1. Can we do the same things with synthetic data that we do with real data?
2. Can we do the same things to synthetic data that we do to real data?

The sorts of things we may wish to do with synthetic data are building models, performing data analysis, testing hypothesis, etc. Things one may wish to do to synthetic data, for example, might be linking separate datasets together, or extending a synthetic dataset when new records are added to the original
2.1.1 How should we approach doing things with synthetic data?

Ideally, one may hope that synthetic data can be simply plugged in wherever one might usually use real data (e.g., as training data for a model). Many papers on synthetic data evaluate it in this way. However, with private data, a more careful approach may lead to more accurate information being extracted from the synthetic data [33]. In particular, conclusions from data analysis and hypothesis testing are necessarily weaker when using synthetic rather than real data, and the statistical significance of such analyses needs to be adjusted accordingly.

A particular concern for private data is bias. Ghalebikesabi et al. [34] warn against the risks of learning from synthetic data, and propose a methodology for learning unbiasedly from such data. Wilde et al. [35] demonstrate superior performance when model parameters are updated using Bayesian inference, rather than approaches that fail to account for the fact the training data is synthetic.

2.1.2 Data Linking

Something that can naturally be done with real data is linking. One dataset may contain an individual’s lab test results, another may contain their genetic data, and another their hospital appointments. Each of these datasets can be linked to create a larger dataset containing information about inter-dataset correlations. If these datasets were synthesised independently, the 1-1 match between datasets will be broken; if, in the future, someone wished to pull together these synthetic datasets to investigate the correlations between, say, genetic data and lab test results, they would not be able to do so effectively.

One solution would be to encourage data holders to generate synthetic data with other (previously generated) synthetic datasets in mind. This may be appropriate in some situations (e.g. when the two datasets are being held by the same data holder), but in general this will not be the case. Moreover, the initial privacy loss suffered by an individual present in both datasets will be greater than if synthetic data was generated independently. This is particularly inefficient when linking the datasets might not be important, or the benefits of doing so are unclear.

In these situations, there is a need to be able to link two independently generated synthetic datasets (given access to real data) in a minimally privacy-leaking way. One workaround would be to simply generate a new joint dataset from the newly-joined underlying real datasets; but this does not leverage the existing synthetic data. A less naive approach would be to conditionally generate one of the two synthetic datasets based on the other (existing) synthetic dataset. This is a reduction in privacy cost over generating from scratch, but still fails to leverage the second already-generated synthetic dataset.
2.2 Combining Synthetic Data with Other Technologies

Secure Research environment. Synthetic data, in particular with differential privacy, has a natural application within secure research environments, in which decreasingly private data can be accessed in increasingly more “secure” environments. Consider releasing a dataset with strong privacy guarantees initially, evaluating a range of machine learning methods, then selecting the top $N$ candidates, and giving them access to less private data. This can be repeated, giving a ‘tournament’ of methods. This raises the question of how to generate a series of datasets $D_1, ..., D_n$ which decrease in privacy individually and when taken together (so any subset $D_1, ..., D_j$, $j < n$ is as private as the terminal dataset, $D_j$).

Federated learning. Federated learning is an emerging technology that enables training across decentralised datasets without pooling these datasets together. This contrasts with traditional centralised machine learning techniques, where the data is uploaded to one server, as well as to classical decentralised approaches which often assume that local data samples are identically distributed. In federated learning, distributed data holders allow an algorithm to be run on their private data, and only the (possibly noisy) outputs are released, without giving direct access to the data. The challenge with it is that, without accessing the data first, it might not be clear what algorithm one should run. Developing an algorithm on private synthetic data samples and evaluating its utility on real (distributed) data seems a very promising approach to this data bottleneck.

3 Why use Synthetic Data?

Synthetic data is being used as a solution to a variety of problems in many domains. Three key areas that are of particular interest in a machine learning context are: (i) private data release (Section 4); (ii) data de-biasing and fairness (Section 8); and (iii) data augmentation for robustness (Section 9). Although these are the areas that appear to have the most promise, this list is not exhaustive. Before going into details for each of them, we outline the key ideas for these areas and some of the specific use cases (and non-use cases) below.

3.1 Private Data Release

The wide adoption of data-driven machine learning solutions as the prevailing approach to innovate has created a need to share data. Without access to quality data, scientists and developers cannot make meaningful progress. However, GDPR, HIPAA, and a host of privacy regulations require data on individuals not to be shared carelessly (rightly so). The result is typically a long series of “jumping through hoops” in an attempt to access the necessary data. Synthetic data offers a potential solution.
**Development of ML tools.** In this use case, a data controller may wish to assess an ML group’s ability to solve a problem, or perhaps even assess several groups simultaneously to select the best partner with which to develop a final solution. In order to avoid privacy concerns, they plan to share synthetic data with their potential partners. For synthetic data to be useful in this setting, model development that is performed on the synthetic data should lead to the same conclusions as if it were carried out on the real data. More concretely, if a researcher comparing two models on the synthetic data were to conclude that model A outperforms model B for a given task, then the same conclusion should be reached when testing both algorithms on the real data. This suggests that, though the synthetic data would need to share many statistical properties with the real data, one can imagine that there are some properties that would not affect these comparisons. Once a final group/model has been determined, it can be taken to the real data for testing, tuning or even a complete re-training.

**Software testing.** There is a significant appetite for vast amounts of test production data for both system testing and User Acceptance Testing. Synthetic data can remove the requirement of going through lengthy and repeated approvals (e.g. GDPR) and sanitation processes and hence save significant time and effort in the development lifecycle. In this setting, it is important that synthetic data used for software testing is semantically correct, but it need not necessarily be statistically correct. Mathematically, this amounts to learning the support of the distribution and relevant structural properties (e.g. time-series data), but not necessarily the distribution itself. Naturally, by not requiring statistical accuracy, there is much more room for increased privacy (or increased utility at the same privacy level). This is one of the design principles of OpenSafely [36], where practitioners are able to test and develop algorithms on dummy data before running them once on the real data.

**Deploying private machine learning tools.** Machine learning models are not inherently private. It is well known that neural networks have the capability to memorise training inputs. Membership inference attacks are possible against such networks [37] and, as such, privacy-enforcing training algorithms for machine learning models have been developed [38–41]. An apparent alternative (to enforcing privacy during the training of a model) would be to generate private data and then train a model using this data. Perhaps one advantage of such an approach would be that a single private synthetic dataset could create a unified approach to privacy (within a single organisation, say), but we believe that the cost in utility would outweigh the potential “simplicity” of the approach in most applications.

While training the model on private synthetic data might be appealing, it has limitations. Private data generation isn’t often able to capture all of the statistical structure that might be important to develop accurate models. As such we believe it to be more prudent to focus efforts on the privacy of trained models, rather than on trying to generate private data with which to train.
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3.2 De-biasing

Reducing/removing bias. When generating synthetic data, one can aim at producing samples that do not suffer from historical biases but are otherwise still statistically accurate. Such data can be used then for training ‘black box’ ML pipelines, while mitigating the risk of historical biases being amplified. Importantly, such data can be reused to train multiple models. This should be contrasted with the approach of correcting each trained model separately. The latter approach has an additional disadvantage, as it could lead to inconsistencies in the way 'fairness and bias' are treated within an organisation. It must be recognised, however, that employing such methods to remove bias from the data introduces additional model risks that need to be quantified and monitored.

What-if-scenario generation. Adjacent to bias removal in datasets is the question of causal modelling – i.e. asking the question “What if?”. Synthetic data may allow us to explore data generated according to the same causal structure but adjusted distributions, or with different causal interventions placed on the data generating process. One must be very careful to properly model causal relationships though, as causal modelling is sensitive to assumptions and is not the same as conditional generation. Indeed, the trustworthy deployment of data-driven models requires that these perform well in situations that differ from the real data. Of course, again, we stress that model risk is being introduced as generative models are being used to produce these new scenarios.

3.3 Data Augmentation

Data labelling. Deep neural networks are state of the art technology in computer vision applications. However, training deep neural networks requires vast amounts of (correctly) labelled data, which is often costly to produce. Synthetically generated labelled data offers a cost-efficient solution to this challenge, and has already been adopted by industry. In this application, one trains a neural network on synthetic data with the intention to deploy it on real data. In general, privacy is not of primary concern in these applications, as the data is not being used to replace the real data but to be used alongside it.

4 Privacy in Machine Learning - An Overview

Privacy is an incredibly large field, with practitioners coming from a wide variety of domains. Here, we present our view on privacy within the context of machine learning. We take a ground-up approach, motivating privacy through the notion of an adversary that has the potential to cause harm should too much information about an individual be revealed to them.

Privacy is a fundamental human right and a prerequisite for freedom of thought and expression. For this reason, a key requirement of privacy is the consent of individuals to have their data collected. This consent usually relies on the
expectation that the collection of their data, and the subsequent release of information derived from it, will not cause them harm. For some types of information, such as an individual’s name, address, and phone number, the potential for harm is clear. For others, the potential for harm is more subtle: e.g. it might be that an insurance company would increase the price of an individual’s insurance premiums based on knowledge that the specific individual is a smoker, without explicitly requesting this information. This potential for harm is caused by the ability of an adversary to gain information about an individual due to the release of data, or more generally from output that is derived from the data (again, this could be a synthetic dataset, or some other algorithm output).

On the other hand, there is a highly social aspect to working with data. Shared datasets that can be used to benchmark models create a community that promotes rapid advancement of technology (see, for example, the rapid progress made in image classification that was caused by the availability of the MNIST and CIFAR datasets [44, 45]). In general, researchers want data, and it may not need to be too accurate for them to start being able to work with it.

Since the late 1990s, much research has been carried out within the realm of privacy. Early on, privacy was often tied together with the notion of anonymity, which came in a variety of flavours, from basic name/address/birthday removal (“pseudonymisation”), to \(k\)-anonymity [46] (which itself had several iterations [47–49]). Although these notions apply to data, they really only have meaning on the raw data itself, and moreover have been shown to be inadequate even for that [50, 51]. These approaches were built to prevent against known attacks. More recently, privacy is being studied with a view to prevent against abstract threat models rather than specific instantiations of an attack.

### 4.1 The Threat Model View

Threat model privacy attacks can be summarised into 3 types: membership inference; attribute inference; and reconstruction attacks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threat</th>
<th>Attacker’s knowledge of Targeted Individual</th>
<th>Attacker’s goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Membership inference</td>
<td>Partial/Entire record</td>
<td>Determine if Targeted Individual was in the original data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute inference</td>
<td>Partial record</td>
<td>Recover missing attributes of Targeted Individual’s data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconstruction attack</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Recover entire records from the original data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These attacks differ both in their goals and in some of the assumptions placed on
the adversary’s prior knowledge of the targeted individual. It should be noted, however, that these attacks do not necessarily place any assumptions on the prior knowledge that an adversary might have about the individuals it is not targeting. These attacks are not typically performed against a single individual but multiple individuals at once, with a breach of any individual’s privacy being considered a success by the adversary.

**Membership Inference.** Membership inference [37, 52] aims to determine whether an individual (whose full record might be known to the adversary) was part of the data that was given as input to an algorithm, given the output of the algorithm (and, potentially, knowledge of the workings of the algorithm). On its own, this is only of relevance when membership in the dataset implies some information about an individual. For example, it is not particularly useful (or much of a privacy violation) to ascertain that a particular individual’s data was in the 2021 UK Census dataset. Following the example of the smoker, though, it is a violation to be able to ascertain that a given individual is in a dataset that contains only smokers (such as a dataset used in a scientific study of smokers).

**Attribute Inference.** Attribute inference [53, 54] is slowly becoming infamous as a non-violation of privacy. The goal with attribute inference is to determine some extra information about an individual given some prior knowledge about some of their attributes and access to an algorithm’s output (e.g. synthetic data, or a trained ML model). Of course, this is precisely what predictive models aim to do – predict (an) attribute(s) from a set of other attributes [54]. But this leads to an almost paradoxical conclusion, how can a model that was trained without an individual’s data, violate their privacy? This almost-paradox has led to many privacy researchers abandoning attribute inference as a violation of privacy [56, 57]. However, the question should not be, “does this allow you to learn more about an individual?”, but rather, “does this allow you to learn more about an individual than if they had not been in the data?” It is still possible (in fact, with ML it is very likely [58]) that a trained model will perform better on its training inputs than on inputs not used for its training. This indicates that the release of such a model does violate the privacy of the individuals in the training set [59]. Recent work in the space has attempted to determine the feasibility of attribute inference attacks. [60] show that even when membership inference is possible, attribute inference may not be; they do, however, demonstrate that approximate attribute inference is possible.

**Reconstruction Attacks.** Reconstruction attacks [61] aim to extract entire records from the training dataset, based on the output of an algorithm. For instance, Dinur and Nissim showed how a database protected by a question-and-answer system can be reconstructed by an attacker if the level of the noise added to answers is low [61]. Another high profile example is the attack performed by researchers at the US Census bureau on aggregates from the 2010 Census. They were able to retrieve exact records for 46% of the US population.
using publicly released data \[62\]. Unlike membership and attribute inference attacks, reconstruction attacks are not targeted: they aim to retrieve records for any (or all) records in the original data. This could leverage prior knowledge about some of the individuals in the training set (with the remaining unknown individuals being considered the targets). Note that the same caveat as for attribute inference attacks applies: even an algorithm sampling records uniformly at random in \( X \) will reconstruct some records in the real data with nonzero probability. Evaluation of a reconstruction attack should therefore be contrastive, i.e. based on the difference of reconstruction likelihood for a record due to their presence in the data (although real-world attacks recover such large fractions of the data that this consideration is often not needed).

4.2 Differential Privacy

Differential Privacy \[13, 63\], first proposed by Dwork et al. in 2006 \[64\], is becoming increasingly accepted as a robust, meaningful, and practical definition of privacy \[65–67\]. Informally, differential privacy requires that an algorithm’s (necessarily random) output not differ “too much” between adjacent datasets. Intuitively, because the outcome cannot differ significantly, there cannot be too much “information leakage” from the dataset to the algorithm output. The definition rests on some notion of datasets being adjacent to each other, and can be used to capture the notion of an individual’s data. This adjacency can be defined in different ways depending on the type of data structure. With so-called tabular data, adjacency between two datasets is typically defined to mean that one can be obtained from the other by either the removal/addition (unbounded differential privacy \[13\]) or replacement (bounded differential privacy \[13\]) of a row.

Defining this adjacency amounts to deciding precisely what information should be protected \[68, 69\]. With graph-like data, one could consider either entire nodes (along with all associated edges) to be important, or instead consider only the edges themselves to each be individually important \[70, 71\]. With tabular data, one might define adjacency as datasets differing in precisely one value, allowing “feature-wise” differential privacy that protects each value contributed to the dataset, rather than rows as a whole. This would allow data contributors to decide to maintain the privacy of some, but potentially not all, of their data.

A particularly important feature of differential privacy is that it is contrastive – it compares the outcome of an algorithm when an individual is in the training data to the outcome when the individual is not in the training data, or some similar adjacent perturbation. This idea, that privacy cannot be breached when an individual is not in the data, is crucial in dismissing several more ad-hoc notions of privacy. Crucially, for synthetic data, just because one of the synthetic data points looks like one of the original data points does not mean that privacy has been violated – the synthetic point might have been generated even without the original point being present in the training data.
Definition 2 (Differential Privacy [13]) A randomized algorithm, \( \mathcal{M} \), is \((\varepsilon, \delta)-\text{differentially private}\) if for all \( S \subseteq \text{Im}(\mathcal{M}) \) and for all neighboring datasets \( \mathcal{D}, \mathcal{D}' \):

\[
P(\mathcal{M}(\mathcal{D}) \in S) \leq e^\varepsilon P(\mathcal{M}(\mathcal{D}') \in S) + \delta
\]

When \( \delta = 0 \), \( \mathcal{M} \) is said to be pure \( \varepsilon \)-differentially private.

Intuitively, the key promise of differential privacy is that any analysis run on the output of a differentially private procedure will yield approximately the same result whether or not any individual contributes their record to the dataset. This also includes potential harms that could be caused by the publication of potentially sensitive information. For instance, assume that a DP procedure is used to train a ML model to detect a specific disease from sensitive medical records. No operation performed on this model (e.g. inspecting its parameters, applying it to well chosen inputs) can reveal information about individual training records. Hence, it serves as a form of statistical guarantee for individuals that the collection and use of their data will not yield negative consequences (that would not otherwise occur even if the data was not shared). Formally, from a Bayesian point of view, this means that for all potential priors over datasets, the posterior computed after observing the outcome will be similar to the posterior obtained if any one user was removed from the dataset [72].

Bayesian interpretation of Differential Privacy It is instructive to consider the Bayesian interpretation of privacy guarantees implied by differential privacy, which compares the adversary’s prior with the posterior. To that end it is useful to view \( \mathcal{D} \) and \( \mathcal{D}' \) as a realisation of a random variable \( \mathcal{D} \). That way we can model prior knowledge an adversary has about the dataset i.e \( P(\mathcal{D} = \mathcal{D}) \).

Note that \((\varepsilon, 0)\)-differential privacy implies a bound on the Bayes factor

\[
\frac{P(\mathcal{M}(\mathcal{D})|\mathcal{D} = \mathcal{D})}{P(\mathcal{M}(\mathcal{D})|\mathcal{D} = \mathcal{D}')} \leq e^\varepsilon.
\]

This then implies a privacy guarantee on posterior beliefs regarding the value of \( \mathcal{D} \) given the output of a differentially private algorithm

\[
\frac{P(\mathcal{D} = \mathcal{D} | \mathcal{M}(\mathcal{D}))}{P(\mathcal{D} = \mathcal{D}' | \mathcal{M}(\mathcal{D}))} \leq e^\varepsilon \frac{P(\mathcal{D} = \mathcal{D})}{P(\mathcal{D} = \mathcal{D}')}.
\]

To put it another way, and due to symmetry between \( \mathcal{D} \) and \( \mathcal{D}' \), differential privacy implies that the log-odds cannot change significantly,

\[
\left| \log \left( \frac{P(\mathcal{D} = \mathcal{D} | \mathcal{M}(\mathcal{D}))}{P(\mathcal{D} = \mathcal{D}' | \mathcal{M}(\mathcal{D}))} \right) - \log \left( \frac{P(\mathcal{D} = \mathcal{D})}{P(\mathcal{D} = \mathcal{D}')} \right) \right| \leq \varepsilon.
\]

\footnote{A notorious [13] example of this is an insurance company updating premiums based on the result of a study showing correlation between smoking and lung cancer. A client’s premium might go up even if their data is not used in the study. Differential privacy here ensures that the result of the study would not change too much whether they give their data or not.}
In light of the threat model view introduced in Section 4.1, it should be noted that differential privacy provides provable bounds on the ability of an adversary to perform such attacks [73]. These bounds assume worst-case prior information, knowledge of the algorithms, and computing power of the adversary. Differential Privacy also enjoys several nice properties that have helped with its adoption, such as composability, resistance to post-processing, and plausible deniability [13]. Composability and the post-processing theorem, in particular, allow for differentially private algorithms to be built out of smaller building blocks, which is precisely the driving force behind Differentially Private Stochastic Gradient Descent (DPSGD) [38, 39]. DPSGD has enabled differential privacy to be applied to deep learning architectures. This, in turn, has allowed the development of several DPSGD-driven generative models for synthetic data (see Sec. 7.1).

**Flavours of Differential Privacy.** Above, we introduced the two most common notions of differential privacy, pure- and approximate-differential privacy ($\varepsilon$ and ($\varepsilon, \delta$)). There are in fact several relaxations of differential privacy, such as Renyi-Differential Privacy [74]; extensions, such as Label-DP [75]; and even stronger notions, such as local differential privacy [76]. Depending on the task at hand, these notions may be more or less useful than vanilla DP.

### 4.2.1 Limits of DP

Despite being widely accepted as the best available privacy definition, differential privacy is not without its weaknesses.

**Choosing parameters $\varepsilon, \delta$.** The privacy protection afforded by a differentially private mechanism is controlled by parameters $\varepsilon$ and $\delta$. Choosing appropriate values for these parameters is notoriously difficult (in part due to their opaqueness in interpretability), and strongly depends on the context [77, 79]. This is further complicated by the fact that many methodologies lack a tight analysis of their privacy, leading to larger-than-necessary noise being injected into the system, hindering utility [80].

**Relaxations.** Though often celebrated as a strength, the lack of assumptions placed on an adversary’s knowledge and capabilities can lead to overly conservative computations, which hinder the utility of the output. Researchers have proposed many relaxations of the original definition (which required $\delta = 0$) [81]. However, the privacy guarantees of these can be hard to understand and model. Similarly to the parameters issue, researchers have started using attacks to compare mechanisms using different definitions of privacy [75].

### 5 Utility, Fidelity and Privacy of Synthetic Data.

For synthetic data to be *meaningful*, it must be similar to and different from the original data in some sense. If synthetic data is being considered, then there is a
reason that the original data is inappropriate or inadequate for the task at hand – be it because it is non-private, biased, or too small – and so synthetic data that is too similar to the original data will also suffer from the same problems. The “allowed” similarity (or rather the required non-similarity) will differ from task to task, and constitutes one of the 3 attributes that are fundamental to synthetic data generation: utility, fidelity, and privacy.

**Utility:** The utility of synthetic data often is determined by its usefulness for a given task or set of tasks. This often involves contrasting the performance of models trained on real vs synthetic data, and might involve inspecting concrete metrics such as accuracy, precision, root mean-squared error, etc.; and/or model fairness properties such as demographic parity, fairness through unawareness, or conditional fairness [23]. Doing so often requires the *Train on Synthetic, Test on Real* (TSTR) paradigm [16] in which models are trained on synthetic data and their performance then evaluated on real data.

**Fidelity:** Often lumped together with utility, we define fidelity to be measures that directly compare the synthetic dataset with the real one (rather than indirectly through a model, or through performance on a given task). From a high-level perspective, fidelity is how well the synthetic data “statistically” matches the real data. Measures of fidelity are often used because of an underlying intuition that a specific fidelity will correspond to improved performance on a wide range of tasks. In the most general case, full statistical similarity (i.e. matching the distributions of the synthetic and real data), should allow many tasks that would be performed on the real data to be performed on the synthetic. However, such a match is difficult, especially in the presence of privacy requirements [82], and even undesirable in the presence of biases [23]. Rather than seeking a “full” statistical match, one might inspect low-dimensional marginals [83], the syntactical accuracy of the synthetic data [84], or look at the distribution of the remaining features conditional on a feature that is known to be biased in the original data.

**Utility vs. Fidelity:** Much of the literature on synthetic data, in particular for private synthetic data, focuses on the 2-dimensional trade-off between utility and privacy, folding fidelity into utility. While the two are unavoidably linked, they are not synonymous nor perfectly correlated. In some scenarios, fidelity can be reduced while leaving utility unaltered (or vice versa), potentially “leaving room” for other benefits, for example, improved privacy.

**Privacy:** The privacy of synthetic data is determined by the amount of information that it reveals about the real data used to produce it. Depending on the use case, different privacy guarantees might be required. For example, internal synthetic data release within a secure environment will typically require less stringent privacy evaluation than data released to the general public. Theoretically sound notions such as differential privacy and its offspring exist,
allowing for systematic analysis of the privacy of algorithms used to produce synthetic data. Less is known about the precise meaning of the privacy of a specific synthetic data sample if the data generation method is not revealed, or how to evaluate it, since privacy is typically defined as a statistical property over many instances. Of course, extra care is required to ensure that privacy that has been proven on paper is not lost through sloppy implementation of these algorithms in practice [80].

**Privacy vs Fidelity:** As a rule of thumb, when fidelity increases, the privacy of synthetic data decreases. This means that, in general, it is impossible to generate private synthetic data that will be useful for all use cases. Instead, one might group potential use cases in terms of the type of fidelity that is required (i.e. which features of the original dataset need to be captured by the synthetic data) and generate multiple synthetic datasets, each with user specified privacy guarantees.

### 5.1 Synthetic Data Desiderata

A good synthetic data generator (SDG) should simultaneously satisfy the following properties:

1. **Syntactical accuracy:** The generated data should be plausible (e.g. a synthetically generated postcode should exist). However, this also requires that certain structural properties of the data are preserved. For example, with time-series data, one needs to ensure that data points are not generated using information from the future. Similarly, when synthesising financial transnational networks, the underlying graph structure of the data must be preserved.

2. **Privacy:** It should be possible to precisely quantify how much information about the original data is revealed through the releasing of the synthetic sample. How exactly one measures privacy will depend on the specific task at hand. While differential privacy is one popular way of assessing the amount of information release through synthetic data generators, a different notion might be required when the data is sparse or one wants to move away from worst-case bounds.

3. **Statistical accuracy:** It should be possible to precisely quantify the statistical similarity (or lack thereof) between the synthetic and the original data. When measuring statistical accuracy, one might be interested in capturing certain marginal distributions and certain relationships between variables, but not others. A good synthetic data generator should allow for control over this.

4. **Efficiency:** The algorithm should scale well with the dimension of the data space (i.e. feature space). It is well known that, in general, approximation of distributions can suffer from the curse of dimensionality,
and consequently sampling from unstructured distributions is an NP-hard problem.

While it is relatively straightforward to design algorithms for which a subset of these properties hold, there is currently no systematic framework for developing SDGs for which all 4 properties are satisfied simultaneously. For example, generation of statistically accurate but private data is hard, as these goals may be in conflict. Specifically within the realm of differentially private synthetic data, Ullman et al. [82] demonstrated that a computationally efficient algorithm (i.e. runs in polynomial time) that generates synthetic data that both: (i) satisfies differential privacy; and (ii) preserves the correlations between pairs of features, does not exist. This result holds in a general sense, in that for every algorithm that could generate synthetic data, there is a dataset that “will not work”. That said, it is possible that:

- for a specific application (e.g., dataset), it is possible to efficiently generate DP synthetic data;
- one may not be interested in the correlations being preserved (i.e. the application may demand a different fidelity notion).

Nevertheless, this impossibility result implies that one needs to assess the privacy and fidelity of the data on a per-case basis. Most importantly, there is no “one-size-fits-all” differentially private synthetic data generation method.

In [85], the authors show that by reducing the requirement that all correlations be matched to the requirement that most correlations be matched, a computationally efficient algorithm does exist. Such a result is promising for synthetic data, but raises the question of being able to quantify what aspects of the data structure (i.e. which correlations) are not being matched.

Such results highlight the need for synthetic data to not try to be too general – synthetic data should be generated with a use case in mind. For a given use case, relevant statistical properties can be preserved, while others can be ignored in the name of creating privacy. Below, we give some concrete examples of such use cases, alongside an application we believe to be a misguided endeavour.

6 Auditing Synthetic Data

In this section, we discuss various approaches for empirically evaluating synthetic data, both in terms of its privacy, and its utility and fidelity.

6.1 Empirically Evaluating the Privacy of Synthetic Data

Given that differential privacy is a theoretical notion of privacy that must be proven, and correctly implemented, to be satisfied, a natural question is to ask whether or not one can verify some notion of privacy for a synthetically generated dataset, or a synthetic data generator, empirically. Given that the
goal is to protect against the (abstract) threat models outlined in 4.1, can one “prove” privacy by attempting to perform attacks against a given dataset?

**DP verification.** As mentioned above, the differential privacy of a synthetic dataset is more precisely a property of the algorithm that generated it, and **cannot** be verified by inspecting the synthetic dataset itself. Researchers have been investigating methods for checking that an algorithm meets DP requirements \[80\,\text{88}\]. These methods work either by querying the algorithm in search of violations of the privacy definition, or by running known attacks (e.g. membership inference) against it.

These are useful tools, which can be applied to SDG methods, as a way of testing/understanding their privacy. Perhaps the most useful application is to help us understand what values of \(\varepsilon\) make the most sense in a specific context. However, using these tools to “prove” differential privacy is not possible, as they are based on statistical analysis of the generating algorithm. What is possible is that one can show, with a certain confidence, that an algorithm is **likely** to be differentially private, but doing so would require sampling many, many times (and more samples would be needed for more complex outputs/algorithms, e.g. when the output is a dataset) from the algorithm with many, many different input datasets. Doing so would be **highly** computationally intractable if any sort of meaningful level of confidence was to be achieved.

**Leakage estimation.** An alternative option for evaluating the privacy of algorithms is to use leakage estimation techniques \[89\,\text{90}\], which stem from the quantitative information flow community \[91\]. These techniques enable quantifying the privacy of an algorithm with respect to a specific threat model (or adversary). For example, in the context of SDG, this means one could use leakage estimation for assessing the resilience of a method against membership inference or attribute inference attacks, which we described above.

A strong advantage of this approach, is that it does not require any formal analysis of the SDG method; additionally, it can be used for selecting the privacy parameters of a DP algorithm. Another advantage is that some of these methods enable a fully black-box analysis; that is, there is no need to describe the algorithm’s internals analytically. One disadvantage is that the leakage estimation analysis is done with a specific threat model (or attack) in mind, although there are ways of capturing many attacks with the same analysis \[92\]. A second disadvantage is that, in the case of black-box leakage estimation methods, the formal guarantees derived via these approaches make the assumption that we can sample an arbitrary amount of data from the algorithm. Nevertheless, they have been shown to be effective when tackling real-world tasks \[93\].

**Empirical privacy evaluation of datasets themselves.** The empirical evaluation of privacy of synthetic data is a nascent and challenging area of research. Despite the fact that differential privacy cannot be established for a
dataset in isolation, practitioners in the field of synthetic data have made use of a hold-out test set to evaluate (other notions of) the privacy of generated synthetic data [94]. The Nearest-Neighbour distance ratio (NNDR) has been used to inspect whether or not synthetic data points are closer than some hold-out test points to the underlying real data points (on average). This involves splitting the data into a training set, and a test set (as is similarly done in supervised learning problems). The training set is then used to train the model. Once trained, samples are drawn from the trained model, and the distance from these samples to the training data is compared with the distance from the test set to the training data.

Note that although this method is agnostic of the method used to train the data generator, it does rely on a hold-out test set being available. As noted in [95], non-existence of points can be just as revealing as the existence of points in the synthetic dataset, but privacy analysis via NNDR does not capture this behaviour. Indeed it is possible to satisfy NNDR by creating “holes” in the synthetic data around the real data points, but such an approach would reveal where the real records should be.

A similar application of NNDR is performed in [96] to attempt to ensure privacy of the generative model, which also does not control for the creation of such “holes”. In [83], they use a nearest-neighbour based classifier to quantify the risk of attribute disclosure but do so in a non-contrastive way, thus rendering the privacy analysis weak. An NNDR-type metric was also used in [97] to assess the relative privacy of several generative models proposed for health data.

**Attacks against private synthetic data.** As we explain in section 4.1, one of the approaches to understand and analyse privacy is through the lens of attacks: what can a motivated attacker learn about users in the dataset? In addition to being intuitive, this approach can help us evaluate whether a system protects user privacy in a given context, and compare methods built with different privacy definitions in mind. This is particularly relevant for synthetic data generation: as we have presented in previous sections, a wide variety of SDG methods have been proposed, with widely different privacy definitions, choice of parameters, and assumptions. Despite the potential of adversarial approaches to evaluate privacy risks of synthetic data, the development of privacy attacks against SDG remains underexplored. We here review existing attacks, and suggest promising research areas.

The main method to evaluate privacy risks in synthetic data was proposed by Stadler et al. [80] in a recent paper. They propose a general methodology to apply membership and attribute inference attacks on any synthetic data generation model. They assume black-box access to the SDG method, and specifically, being able to retrain the SDG model on new data. Indeed, analysing the synthetic data alone (as in NNDR metrics) is, in general, not sufficient to properly understand information leakages: an algorithm sampling records uniformly at random might, by coincidence, replicate exactly some records from some private
dataset, but this would not usually be considered a privacy violation. Further, this assumption is a key transparency requirement: in order to audit synthetic data, it is necessary to be able to understand how it was generated. Therefore, privacy guarantees cannot usually be obtained by maintaining secrecy of the generating algorithm. The method proposed by Stadler et al. uses shadow modelling: the attacker simulates many runs of the SDG algorithm, using auxiliary data, to generate synthetic datasets trained with or without a target user. A binary classifier is then trained on features extracted from these synthetic datasets to predict whether the target user is in the training dataset. Empirical results suggest that current SDG methods either are vulnerable to this attack or, if the attack fails, lead to an accuracy worse than non-SDG methods for a range of data analysis tasks.

Outside of this specific paper, there is a rich literature on privacy attacks that can be leveraged to develop attacks against synthetic data. We here detail two possible lines of research for this approach:

1. Many synthetic data generation methods rely on Generative Adversarial Networks (see, e.g., [15, 17, 23, 98, 99]). Researchers have demonstrated that such GANs can be vulnerable to white-box and black-box membership inference attacks [100, 101]. A key question is then: how can these attacks be ported to the setup where the attacker has access to data generated by the model, rather than the model itself.

2. Some methods built with specific use cases in mind can aim to closely replicate statistical properties of the training dataset, such as one-way marginals histograms or correlations. Many membership inference attacks have been proposed against aggregate statistics, from simple statistical tests [102, 103] to advanced attacks based on shadow models [104]. If the synthetic data accurately reproduces many aggregates from the original data, one can apply these attacks to the synthetic data to infer membership of specific records in the training dataset. This leads to an interesting question: how many statistics can be accurately reproduced from the original data, without enabling such attacks?

These are only two prospective research directions for the adversarial evaluation of synthetic data, which is an open line of research.

6.2 Evaluating the Utility and Fidelity of Synthetic Datasets

The methods presented in this section generally focus on privacy as their primary design goal, most often through explicit guarantees such as differential privacy. In this section, we review approaches to evaluate the secondary goal of such datasets: their utility and fidelity. The utility of a private synthetic dataset is determined entirely by its application. Generating synthetic data to enable release of otherwise private data has almost as many use cases as there are machine learning problems – any data-driven problem might be derived from sensitive data and the data controllers may wish to investigate which ML meth-
ods might address the problem. Below [6.2.1] we give example use-cases, and suggest how utility might be measured in such cases. Fidelity is less well-defined: it generally aims at evaluating how close the distribution of the synthetic dataset is to that of the real data, the idea being that if the distributions match, the synthetic data can be used to perform any task as accurately as with the real data. We discuss this more general use case, and review works studying fidelity, in section 6.2.2.

6.2.1 Utility-driven evaluation

The key use-case for privately-generated synthetic data is to enable research and industry data analysis tasks without access to sensitive data. A particularly important application is the development of machine learning (ML) models to perform inference and classification tasks from data. In this setting, the goal is to determine the best model (or a selection of best contenders), and train it (choose its parameters) to perform a given task. In general, such a task will come with its own metric of performance (e.g. accuracy/AUROC in a classification task). There are broadly two directions of research aiming to evaluate the suitability of synthetic data for ML training: (1) evaluating the performance of models trained on synthetic data, and (2) evaluating whether the relative performances of different models are similar on synthetic and real data.

The first approach assumes that analysts will train a machine learning model on the synthetic data, and use this model directly on real, future data. In this situation, it is important that the accuracy of a model estimated with synthetic data reflects its accuracy on real data. For instance, Beaulieu et al. evaluate their synthetic data generation method by measuring the accuracy of classifiers trained on synthetic datasets on the real sensitive medical data used to generate the synthetic data [105]. Patki et al. pushed this further, by distributing synthetic datasets and real datasets randomly to teams of data scientists, and evaluating whether teams working on real and synthetic datasets would arrive at approximately the same conclusions [106]. Similar approaches were used by Tao et al. [107], where a XGBoost classifier is trained on synthetic data and evaluated on real data for a range of different tabular datasets.

Note that this approach makes some assumptions on the family of models that will be trained, since it is impossible to test all possible classes of models, as well as all possible choices of hyper-parameters. When synthetic data is generated with a set of specific tasks in mind, custom metrics can also be developed that capture the accuracy on these specific tasks. For instance, in the NIST challenge[2] accuracy was measured by the error on the Gini coefficient of incomes and the gender pay gap in (real) demographic data with financial information, when estimated on synthetic data [108].

The second approach studies whether, for a battery of models, their ranking in
terms of accuracy would be the same when trained on synthetic or real data. This setup assumes that analysts use synthetic data to select a model, which is then trained on a real dataset (for better real-world performances). Crucially, the goal is that model development on synthetic data reflects model development on real data – when a comparison is made (e.g. between two choices of hyperparameters), it should mirror the comparison on the real data. The utility of the synthetic dataset is then given by how well the performance ranking of models on the synthetic data matches the ranking that would be determined by the real data. This is challenging to measure since, in theory, one would want to ensure that “all possible methods” are appropriately ranked, including those which have yet to be developed/discovered. One approach might be to approximate this by comparing a list of representative models [109]. It might also make sense to expand the list of representative models by incorporating small variations of each model (i.e. by varying the hyperparameters involved). Efficiently computing this for a broad enough class of models would be key, which may require new insights to ensure the class is indeed sufficiently broad.

An important thing to keep in mind when utilising synthetic data in this way is the variability of various models’ performances, especially the variability with respect to the real vs. synthetic data. In particular, if several synthetic datasets (each with decreasing privacy) are going to be used to narrow-down the best methodology, then the process needs to be aware of how the earlier (more private) synthetic datasets will typically create noisier rankings and so the notion of a method being statistically significantly better than another needs to be adjusted accordingly.

6.2.2 Fidelity-driven evaluation

A promise of synthetic data is that it “looks like” real data, and can thus be used for a variety of purposes. From a statistical perspective, the goal that the distribution $\hat{P}$ used to generate synthetic data is close to the (unknown) real data distribution $P$. Typically, evaluating fidelity in this way involves choosing a distance with which to compare distributions, then evaluating this distance empirically from samples of the real and synthetic datasets.

A simple example is to focus on 1- and 2-way marginals of the data, which can be efficiently computed. The difference between these marginals can be estimated with a wide range of metrics: total variational distance [107], correlations and Cramer’s V [107], or classical distances [108]. These metrics aim to capture whether the synthetic data captures basic properties of the real data, such as histograms of individual attributes and relations between pairs of attributes.

Estimating distributional distances in higher dimensions, capturing relations between several attributes at a time, is challenging. Researchers have proposed ad hoc metrics, such as comparing the density of the synthetic and empirical distributions over random subsets of $X$ [108]. Another solution is the propensity score [110, 111], which captures the accuracy of a classifier trained to differen-
tiate real from synthetic data points. Intuitively, if the classifier cannot distinguish the two, then the distribution of synthetic data points must be close to that of real data points (this is the basis of the original GAN framework [6]).

In the context of generative networks (and specifically, GANs), researchers have proposed measures to evaluate the fidelity of synthetic samples. Sajjadi et al. proposed metrics of *precision* (the quality of synthetic samples) and *recall* (the diversity of synthetic samples), inspired by common failure modes of GANs [112]. The key question that these metrics seek to answer is how do the empirical and synthetic distributions *overlap*: precision (resp. recall) captures how much of the synthetic (resp. real) data falls within the support of real (resp. synthetic) data. Researchers have proposed extensions of these metrics to increase their robustness to outliers and make them easier to compute [113] and account for the probability distribution rather than just the support [54].

### 7 Private Synthetic Data Generation

Thus far, we have focused on privacy in a broader context than synthetic data. This is natural, because most privacy notions apply more generally. However, synthetic data has an additional property that most other (non-synthetic data) outputs do not have – it resides in the space of the real data. That is, the synthetic data takes values from precisely the same space as the original data. This allows us to use synthetic data in the place of real data, and also to compare the similarity of the synthetic and real data directly. We begin by highlighting some key considerations for private synthetic data generation.

**The space of datasets can be very high-dimensional.** Differential privacy has been conventionally applied to settings in which the dimensionality of the output space is relatively small, such as count queries on rows, classification tasks, etc. Synthetic data generation, on the other hand, gives output in a very high-dimensional space, i.e. the space of datasets (perhaps of a fixed size, \(N\)). Releasing such a high-dimensional object is challenging under differential privacy because it leads to higher (worst-case) sensitivity of the generating function (i.e. the algorithm mapping the input dataset to the output dataset).

Because of this increased worst case sensitivity, accurately constructing a dataset under differential privacy (according to some notion of accuracy) is likely to require a large privacy budget. A dataset of 1 million records, each with only 20 features, results in a 20 million dimensional output. Not only is the sensitivity of such a function likely to be high, but even trying to analyse the sensitivity can be an incredibly difficult task. By instead aiming to create a *private generator*, one can alleviate some of the difficulties - the complexity of the generator should not need to scale with the number of rows, but instead only with the dimensionality of the data (e.g. the number of columns in tabular data).
Privacy is a property of the Algorithm, not of the Data. An important-to-note property of differential privacy that it is a notion that is concern with probabilistic properties of the generated outputs and not a single realisation/output of the generator. A single output of the generator is is neither private, nor non-private. In a non-synthetic data setting this may be more obvious. If you query the average age of individuals in a dataset, and are given the response ‘35’, without being told how this was computed, you do not know (even with access to the original data) whether the number 35 was computed privately or not. The algorithm that computed this answer could simply be “always answer 35, regardless of input data” which clearly reveals no information. The point is there is nothing private or “unprivate” about the number 35.

What is private (or non-private) is the algorithm that produces the number, or in the case of this report, that produced the synthetic dataset. Crucially, this means that, at least from the perspective of differential privacy, it is meaningless to talk about the privacy as a property of a concrete synthetic dataset.

Private Data vs. Private Generator. The most common approach to generating private synthetic data is to first train a private generator (e.g., [14, 15, 17, 114, 115]) on the real data. This model is then directly sampled from to generate individual datapoints and thus build up an entire synthetic dataset. Due to the post-processing theorem [13], if the procedure used to train the private generator is $\epsilon$-differentially private ($\epsilon$-DP), it can be used to generate arbitrarily many synthetic data records without affecting the privacy guarantees. In fact, the procedure to generate the synthetic dataset (of arbitrary size) is itself $\epsilon$-DP, which guarantees that individual records in the real data are protected from attacks.

However, training an $\epsilon$-DP generator to then generate some fixed number of synthetic samples can lead to overly conservative privacy guarantees, and thus lower utility. Intuitively, DP restricts the amount of information extracted from the real dataset when computing the output (the generator or dataset). The generator acts as a bottleneck for information: any finite sample from a generator necessarily has less information from the original dataset, and thus typically results in lower utility.

Outliers and Fairness. Capturing outliers with private synthetic data is difficult. Outliers are precisely data points with some uniquely identifying features; this means that “hiding them in the masses” becomes impossible. In some scenarios, for example credit card fraud detection, detecting outliers is the goal. In such a setting, private synthetic data is unlikely to provide much utility, as the outliers will necessarily be suppressed by the need for privacy. Indeed, [116] posit that if outliers are to be captured, then an SDG method cannot attain both a high privacy and a high utility.

This has a problematic implication for fairness: minority groups, like outliers, can often end up being under-represented in synthetic data [117, 118]. Indeed,
there is a clear tension between fairness and privacy, with fairness requiring that there is a good utility, even for minority groups, and privacy hiding the contributions of individuals, and thus collectively hiding the contribution of a minority group. Indeed, [119] posit that current mechanisms are unable to simultaneously achieve privacy, fairness and utility.

7.1 Existing Methods and Technologies

Much attention in the machine learning community is being given to the problem of generative modelling. The goal of generative modelling is to generate samples with similar statistical properties to the available training data. Generative models are a key ingredient in synthetic data generation, but crucially require additional thought beyond their basic capability to “generate samples” - the problem of generating samplings from a distribution given training data is underspecified, and can be satisfied by memorising the training data and regurgitating when asked. We defer discussion of generative modelling in general to section [10] but draw attention to existing privacy-preserving generative models here.

As already noted in section [4.2], a key ingredient driving many of the deep learning based algorithms is DPSGD [38] (differentially private stochastic gradient descent), which enables differentially private training of general neural network based architectures. Though not designed specifically for generative models, DPSGD can be applied to both GANs [15, 16, 114, 115], and VAEs [120]. Other approaches leverage the popular PATE mechanism [40], which can be applied to black-box models to create a private predictor. This has been used to replace the discriminator in a GAN model with a private PATE model [41], and as a means of passing gradients from discriminator to generator [98]. [121] use a subsample-and-aggregate approach (similar to PATE) alongside differentially private expectation-maximisation (DP-EM) [122].

Other popular approaches involve representing the data in a simple, low-dimensional form, such as using a Bayesian network to represent the data generation process as a series of low-dimensional marginal distributions [14], or leveraging the classical copula framework [123] to learn the generation process [124]. The recent NIST competition[3] was won with an algorithm that learns all 2-way distributions (marginals) in a differentially private way, and then does post-processing to generate data from these (potentially inconsistent) marginals [5]. See also [125] for similar ideas.

As should be clear from the proceeding discussion, there are many ways to enforce privacy, even when using the same underlying algorithm (e.g. a GAN). The question of where and how to enforce privacy is very much open. Intuitively, one wants to apply privacy simultaneously: (i) as close as possible to the output (e.g. to the generator of a GAN rather than the discriminator); (ii) wherever the tightest analysis of the privacy can be done (with GANs, the discriminator

is typically easier to analyse). With GANs, we see examples of privacy being applied to the discriminator [15, 17, 114], and to the generator [98].

7.2 Partially Synthetic Data

For tabular data, where a user’s data is a \( n \)-tuple of attributes an alternative to the common flavour of SDG is partially synthetic data. In partially synthetic data, the attributes of user records are divided into two categories: quasi-identifiers and sensitive attributes (formally \( \mathcal{X} = \mathcal{X}_{\text{quasi}} \times \mathcal{X}_{\text{sensitive}} \)). The quasi-identifiers are assumed to be non-sensitive and can be disclosed unchanged, while the sensitive attributes need to be protected. Partially synthetic data is obtained by first fitting a statistical model \( f : \mathcal{X}_{\text{quasi}} \rightarrow \mathcal{X}_{\text{sensitive}} \) on the quasi-identifiers to predict the value of the sensitive attribute, then replacing the sensitive attributes of the data by values produced by the statistical model, a process known as multiple imputation [128]. The synthetic data generated thus contains the quasi-identifiers of all real records. Researchers have proposed partially SDG models using decision trees, support vector machines, and random forests [127, 128] (see the synthpop package [129]).

Utility-wise, partially synthetic data have a clear advantage over fully synthetic data, as they do not require to estimate the full joint distribution \( \mathbb{P}(\mathcal{X}) \) but only the conditional distribution \( \mathbb{P}(\mathcal{X}_{\text{sensitive}} | \mathcal{X}_{\text{quasi}}) \). However, some reports suggest that the utility of such data in practice is not particularly appealing, and that they are probably best suited for preliminary data analyses [130], or when combined with restricted access to confidential data [131].

Privacy-wise, there is the issue that revealing quasi-identifiers might be considered sensitive in some contexts (and this approach is trivially vulnerable to membership inference attacks). Researchers have shown that current methods are vulnerable to record linkage attacks [132, 133], where an attacker identifies which record belongs to a target user using the sensitive attributes. Partially synthetic data generation methods are generally heuristic methods, and do not satisfy guarantees of privacy. Label DP [134] is an extension of differential privacy that fits this context well.

8 De-biased Synthetic Data Generation

Machine learning models are known to inherit biases from their training data [135–138]. De-biasing trained models requires expert knowledge of the model [139, 140], and also an understanding of the different notions of fairness that one may wish to achieve (e.g. fairness through unawareness, demographic parity, conditional fairness [23]). An alternative approach that is being explored is to learn to de-bias the dataset itself, thus creating so-called fair data [15, 21].

This data de-biasing can be viewed as a sort of synthetic data generation, in which the synthetic data is the de-biased data. Some approaches take it a step
further and explicitly model the problem of data de-biasing as a one of “ground-up” generation [22, 23]. These approaches aim to learn a generative model that itself is fair. In [23], they explore several notions of fairness and, via causal modelling, identify strategies for generating data that satisfy the given notions.

8.1 Notions of Fairness

As we have seen, identifying a meaningful, interpretable notion of privacy is difficult, and the same is true for fairness. These are both complex ethical questions that the machine learning community must address sooner rather than later. Unlike privacy, however, obvious notions of fairness do exist and are enforceable in a meaningful way [4]. Each notion typically requires some notion of a set of protected attributes, along which fairness must be ensured (e.g. gender, race).

**Fairness Through Unawareness (FTU)** [23, 141] requires that the protected attributes, and only the protected attributes, not be used by the predictor. This aligns with the idea that two equally qualified people deserve the same job opportunities, independent of race or gender [23]. FTU, however, fails to take into account the effect that protected attributes might have on other unprotected attributes, such as an individual’s race resulting in them not being afforded the same educational opportunities as an individual of a different race (and thus resulting in them appearing to be disparately qualified).

**Definition 3 (Fairness Through Unawareness [23])** A predictor \( f : \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathcal{Y} \) is fair if and only if protected attributes \( \mathcal{A} \subset \mathcal{X} \) are not explicitly used by \( f \) to predict \( Y \in \mathcal{Y} \).

**Demographic Parity (DPa)** [142], instead, requires that a predictor’s output’s not be correlated with the protected attributes. Indeed, with FTU, an attribute that is correlated with the protected attributes can be used as input to a predictor and thus the predictor can indirectly be correlated with the protected attributes (despite not having direct access to them). DPa is a significantly stronger notion of fairness than FTU, which requires adjusting the distributions of all variables that are correlated with the protected attributes.

**Definition 4 (Demographic Parity [23])** A predictor \( f : \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathcal{Y} \) is fair if and only if protected attributes \( \mathcal{A} \subset \mathcal{X} \) are independent of the predictions. That is, given a random variable \( X \in \mathcal{X} \), let \( A \in \mathcal{A} \) be the components of \( X \) that are protected. Then \( f \) satisfies demographic parity if and only if \( f(X) \) is independent of \( A \).

Under the graphical model approach used in [23], for example, DPa is ensured by deleting all edges that originate from a variable that has a protected attribute anywhere in its causal predecessors. Naturally, such an approach can

---

4This contrasts with the fact that, with privacy, the notion of not wanting your data to affect the output at all is not achievable without simply ignoring your data completely.
significantly degrade performance, as many of these variables can be useful predictors of the target. A trade-off is present, in which some fairness may need to be sacrificed for performance, and vice-versa.

8.2 Limitations of Fair Synthetic Data Generation

Though one might hope that fair synthetic data would lead directly to fair predictors (which is the case with private synthetic data and private predictors), this is not the case. Of particular importance to note is the fact that a predictor’s fairness is with respect to a distribution of the features. Indeed, a predictor that is trained on synthetic data may not longer be fair when moved to real data due to a shift in the distribution of the real features. This is partly the reason that [23] take such an extreme approach in removing all contaminated features (rather than trying to only remove the influence of the protected attributes on contaminated unprotected ones).

Moreover, a synthetic dataset’s fairness is defined through a given predictor. Giving a more general definition for fair synthetic data, and determining whether or not predictors trained on such a synthetic dataset would be fair, are open problems. The hope that an organisation might make a single “fair” synthetic dataset for use across an organisation would require advancements in this space, requiring a shift in thinking from fair predictors to fair data.

8.3 Existing Methods

As noted above, fair synthetic data generation is a young field. While there is significant amounts of work on creating fair predictors (see e.g. [143] for a recent survey), the work on synthetic data for fairness is more limited.

[23] take a causal, GAN-based approach, using several GAN networks, along with an assumed known causal graph to learn the generative process of the data. Armed with the causal graph, they then generate synthetic data by selectively dropping edges from the model depending on the notion of fairness being targeted.

[22] use a more indirect approach to ensuring fairness. Again based on a GAN model, they instead opt to introduce an additional loss term that penalises disparity between protected attributes taking different values. This means that the learned model might still generate unfair data, but only if doing so results in an increase in the fidelity of the generated synthetic data. This trade-off is controlled by a hyperparameter than can be increased to more stringently ensure fairness.

8.4 Evaluating Utility and Fidelity

Much of the discussion found in Section 6.2 can be applied to fair synthetic data. An additional consideration will necessarily be whether or not the bias
has been successfully removed, metrics for which can be found in [23]. These typically involve a comparison between outputs of a predictor trained on the synthetic data when the input protected attributes are varied.

9 Data Augmentation

Perhaps the most successful use case (so far) for synthetic data has been for data augmentation - using synthetic data to enlarge datasets with additional samples to use for training [24, 28, 29]. This is often referred to as semi-supervised learning. The intuition is that synthetic data can act as a regulariser, reducing variance in the learned downstream model [29]. Fortunately, there are several good surveys for data augmentation, and so we defer the reader to those for a more thorough background: time-series data [144]; image data [145].

Of note is the fact that synthetic data driven techniques are more important in domains with less structure (such as with generic tabular data). In the image domain, there is significant structure that can be exploited to create additional data, such as small rotations, image-flipping, cropping, etc. This structure often does not have a parallel in generic tabular data. As such, augmentation methods driven by synthetic data generators are a promising approach to fill this gap.

9.1 The Basic Principle

The key idea driving the use of synthetic data for data augmentation is that of generalisability. The goal of a model is not just to perform well on its training data, but also on data that has not been seen before by the model [146]. The hope with synthetic data is that one can take the available training data and learn a generative model, such as a GAN [25]. This generative model will then be able to produce “realistic” samples of training data, and, hopefully these samples will be sufficiently different from the original training data so as to be useful additional data points for the training of the model.

It is particularly important to stress that these samples need to be sufficiently different from the original data. If these samples are too similar, then they will provide no benefit over using the original data on its own for training. As is hopefully clear by now, this need for dissimilarity is a common theme with synthetic data. In the context of data augmentation, this need is less strict; with privacy and fairness, the dissimilarity is a question of ethics and a failure to satisfy it can have both moral and legal repercussions. With data augmentation, this is unlikely to be the case.

9.2 What methods are used?

Depending on the domain in question, a variety of models exist that can perform the task of data augmentation. For the most part, the only real requirement is a generative model that is tailored to the domain in question. In Section 10 we
discuss different types of generative models in more detail. Due to the need for (some level of) dissimilarity, training a generative model and hoping for the best may not be sufficient, however. Instead, one may wish to impose restrictions that enable this dissimilarity. The authors in [26] show that learning a perfect generator in a GAN leads to poor semi-supervised learning, but that a bad generator performs well, for example. This idea of dissimilarity is often referred to as a need for diversity in the generated samples. Metrics for measuring this exist, such as the score presented in [84].

10 Generative Modelling - An Overview

Figure 1: Generative modelling taxonomy based on the maximum likelihood from [147]

Though there is a wealth of directed work on synthetic data generation with a specific goal in mind (such as one of the ones discussed in sections 4, 8, and 9), there is also a lot of work focused on generative modelling [for the sake of generative modelling]. The original GAN paper was introduced as a means to generate fake images, not because they wanted to create private, debiased, or even augmented image datasets, but because the task of generating realistic images was hard and the success was easy to evaluate even for non-experts in the field. To that end, there are several methodologies that exist that have yet to be applied to a specific problem.

The remainder of this section is more technical than the rest of this manuscript. Those that wish may skip to Section 11 without any loss of flow.

These methodologies could be taxonomised as in Figure 1 as proposed by Goodfellow [147], focusing on generative models whose parameters are trained to maximise the likelihood of the original data. Such methods can be grouped into two main families, where the underlying density function is either explicitly or implicitly defined. Within explicit models reside statistical methods where new samples are extracted from the distribution arising from the model’s definition, which, in turn, must strike a balance between the ability of the model to capture data complexity and to maintain computational tractability [148–151].

Non-tractable density functions can be explicitly tackled through deterministic
and stochastic approximations. Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs) define the loss functions as tractable lower bounds of the non-tractable log-likelihood densities. However, if these deterministic approximations are not carefully calibrated, the model may not converge to the target distribution and consequently generate inconsistent data. On the other hand, stochastic approximations are the basis of Markov chain approaches, where samples are repeatedly drawn after the application of a chosen transition operator. Deep Boltzmann Machines are the main representatives of this class, having all neural units composed of random variables, which simultaneously act as inputs and outputs of the closest layers. Such versatility results in difficulties with training, and thus it is preferable to consider the networks as composed of Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs), consisting of only one visible and one latent layer. In a two-pass learning process, RBMs are progressively trained and then globally fine-tuned. Gibbs-sampling is then used to extract synthetic values.

A completely different direction is taken by implicit generative models, which can be thought of as “black-boxes”, where distributions are not explicitly defined but indirectly revealed through sampling. A first example is Generative Stochastic Networks (GSNs), based on Markov chains. In these networks, the distribution is estimated indirectly, employing a parametric transition operator instead of a parametric model. Nonetheless, they are subject to scalability issues, being not efficiently applicable to high-dimensional scenarios.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) were designed to be jointly parallel and multi-modal (i.e. capable of simultaneously generating multiple valid outputs for the same input). GANs consist of two networks: the generator and the discriminator. These two networks are trained adversarially. The generator creates artificial outputs that are passed to the discriminator along with real data. The discriminator is then tasked with identifying which outputs were real, and which were ‘fake’. The final goal here is to reach equilibrium, in which the generated samples follow the same distribution as the real data. When this happens, the discriminator can do no better than random guessing. Theoretically, GAN generators can perfectly imitate the original distribution provided that the network is sufficiently complex enough and the discriminator is optimal. In practice, however, training a standard GAN discriminator to optimality can cause convergence issues and zero-gradients for the generator. Attempts to increase model stability include feature matching, label smoothing, and mini-batch discrimination. Alternatives to the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) (that is implicitly used by standard GANs) have been investigated, such as the Wasserstein distance in WGAN, and the Maximum Mean Discrepancy in MMD-GAN. A generalisation of the JSD to f-divergences has also been explored. Unfortunately, no method has proven to be a clear winner. A further risk of GANs lies in mode-collapse, when the generator memorises only a subset of the training information, hence failing to capture the high-level characteristics of the distribution. To tackle this issue, new architectures have been proposed, such as Conditional GANs (CGANs), where additional classification information is provided to both generator and discrimi-
ator networks as a form of semi-supervised learning, Deep Convolutional GANs (DCGANS) \[161\], where convolutional layers substitute pooling layers and Information maximising GANs (InfoGANs) \[162\] that takes an information-theoretic approach to controlling the generation process. Generative Moment Matching Networks (MMNs) \[163\] constitute another emerging cluster of implicit models, replacing GANs’ discriminators with two-sample tests based on kernel maximum mean discrepancy to measure the distance between modelled and target distributions. Although MMNs offer theoretical guarantees, they are currently outperformed by GANs.

Research on generative models is exploding, both in the evolution of existing models as well as in the introduction of new ones. GAN models are the most popular approach, but their implicit nature necessitates the development of trust through the definition and application of rigorous methodologies and metrics, so far demonstrated to be a difficult task.

10.1 Existing Methodologies

The discussion above focused on generative models in the most general sense, without any consideration for the type of data the model needs to generate. Much work in generative modelling has focused on the image domain with GANs, for example, being originally proposed as an image generation framework. Since their inception, however, many works have looked to generalise GANs to other domains. Below we overview some of the leading generative models that exist for a variety of different data types. Figure 2 gives an overview of the taxonomy.

10.1.1 Tabular data

Tabular data consists of values stored in rows and columns, whose synthesis requires the simultaneous modelling of distinct column distributions, as well as row-wise and table-wise constraints. Receiving less attention than image data in the generative domain, tabular data generation still has many obstacles to overcome. Initial generators relied on classifiers, as in the case of inverted decision-trees, vector machines and random forests, which struggle to strike a balance between classifier’s accuracy and the risk of leaking information \[164–166\]. On the other hand, the application of GANs required the conversion of categorical, discrete columns to a continuous form using auto-encoders or through the decomposition in a variable number of Gaussian modes \[167–169\]. Nonetheless, the independent generation of column values might result in invalid rows, whose semantic correctness requires either the training of additional classifiers \[170, 171\] or techniques based on Gaussian Copulae \[106\] and Bayesian networks \[14, 172–174\].
Figure 2: Generative models for specific data types.
10.1.2 Time-series data

Time-series are series of data points indexed in time order (e.g., electronic health record data containing information about visits to a GP, or higher frequency financial data, such as stock prices). Historically, they were generated via autoregressive models [175], hardly applicable to practical scenarios where stationarity only holds in specific time regions and in the presence of skewed and heavy-tailed distributions. Conversely, most implicit models focused on conditional distributions of future events given the occurrence of past ones, instead of capturing the full joint-law [16, 99, 176, 177]. Recent developments allow training effort to be optimised by exploiting a reduced feature space, where the data stream is identified by its signature, resulting in a graded sequence of statistics [178].

10.1.3 Images

Applications of image synthesis are extremely diverse, ranging from the reconstruction of a damaged or missing region to the improvement of resolution and colour reproduction. The creation of an image consists in choosing a specific colour for each pixel, as the result of an image-to-image transformation or a text-to-image conversion. Variational Auto-Encoders were somewhat successful [179, 180], however, they featured a pixel-wise loss and simple conditioning, as in the case of class labels and image captions. On the contrary, GANs employ a semantic loss which is more aligned with the human visual system as well as being better suited to highly multi-modal outputs, where several valid images could be created [181]. Starting from vanilla GANs [6], different architectures were proposed to generate plausible images in various datasets, as in the case of human faces [182–188], high-resolution photographs [189–191] and multi-domain images [192, 193]. In text-to-image scenarios, the generation process starts from a brief text description, which is used as additional training information [194, 195] with the eventual aid of stacked architectures [196, 198] and attentive, semantic frameworks [199–201] to preserve sentence-level consistency.

10.1.4 Audio

Similar to the generation of time-series, audio signals have a high temporal resolution, requiring representation and synthesis strategies capable of operating efficiently with a large number of dimensions. A significant attempt was the design of WaveNets [202], arising from the architecture of PixelRNN [203] borrowed from the image domain, further evolved by considering the speed difference between the raw audio and the hidden semantic-signal, which is usually many times slower [204, 205]. A different approach consisted in the use of spectrograms, i.e. the simultaneous representations of audio signals in time and frequency, which requires lossy assumptions to cope with their non-invertible nature, inevitably reducing the overall quality [206, 207].
10.1.5 Video

The synthesis of a video can be considered as the generation of a sequence of images, where the main challenge stems from their inter-dependency and hidden temporal dimension. Unconditional video generation tried to maintain scene and foreground consistencies by separately focusing on objects’ motion and RGB frame generation \[208-211\]. Conversely, conditional approaches required smaller training datasets and allowed for finer control of modes of distributions, as in the case of audio conditioning for synchronising speech with a talking character \[212-214\], text conditioning for video generation \[215-217\], image conditioning for the prediction of future frames \[218-222\] and video-to-video for object animation \[223-226\].

11 Messages from Industry/Start-ups

In preparation of this report, the authors interviewed several industry partners and start-ups in the space of synthetic data. In this section we highlight some of the key themes and messages that we received in response to our questions.

AI itself is in the early stages of mass adoption. Though serious AI research has been ongoing for a long time now, widespread adoption of AI systems is in its infancy. Synthetic data is a younger field than the classical AI/ML problems of prediction, clustering, forecasting, etc. and significant research is required to fully benefit from this technology. That said, there is pressure for the adoption of private synthetic data (more than for other technologies) due to a heightening desire from the public for more privacy control.

Empirical evaluations are necessary. Though differential privacy is an attractive theoretical notion of privacy, industries struggle to trust it without empirical supporting evidence of privacy. Understanding practical implications of differential privacy (i.e. its susceptibility to attacks, what the parameters actually correspond to) is crucial to enable widespread adoption of private synthetic data.

Synthetic data cannot wholly replace real data, or can it? Opinions were more divided on this subject. The impossibility result of Ullman et al. \[82\] is a blow against the notion of a completely general-use synthetic dataset. The relaxed result of \[85\], however, indicates it might still be possible in many cases. Several in industry believe that real data should remain at the core of model development, with the final models ultimately being tweaked or even completely re-trained on the real data. Others believe that it will be possible to completely replace real data with synthetic data in the future.

Synthetic data is about enabling. The final takeaway is that synthetic data is about enabling processes that would otherwise not be possible, or that perhaps would drain a lot of resources (such as time). Synthetic data could be used to “access” data across legislative borders (e.g. in companies with an
international presence), or to speed up model development times by allowing model designers access to something as early as possible. Ultimately, data is very powerful, and synthetic data may allow many more people to tap into its true potential.

12 Conclusion

Synthetic data is a promising technology, with a wide variety of applications. For both privacy and fairness, there is a large cost to getting it wrong. The methods that exist today should be implemented with caution, and significantly more research is needed, from a machine learning perspective, but also from a societal perspective, in order to understand properly the methods that exist.
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